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The banner design represents God 
Morgen Norge’s identity, using the 
same design language as other 
elements on the show.



The brown bar at the bottom gives 
a cue to how much time the users 
have to scan the code before it 
disappears, as well as making it 
clear to users who find the banner 
annoying that it is only temporary.





Banner

Timer

Se hele oppskriften!
Skann QR-koden med mobilen!

#gmnwenche

Eller se TV2.no/gmn

Roastbiff med tartarsaus
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Introduction
Imagine that you are watching your favorite reality show on TV, and at the end you are told 
that you can see more of the drama if you go to their website. You pull up your phone, type 
in the long web address and end up on their frontpage. Where do you find that content? It is 
not on top of the page, so you start scrolling past articles and advertisements. Nearly at the 
bottom you finally find the video and watch it. When you are done, you realize that you have 
spent more time searching for it than watching it. The experience left you unhappy and 
unwilling to follow a similar reference in the future. 

Final prototype
QRevolution

Let us introduce you to QRevolution - an innovative concept that simplifies the consumer's 
path to extra content and products. It works by presenting a QR code on TV that the viewer 
scans to get directly to their desired content. QR codes are scannable barcodes that are 
easy to implement into broadcaster’s existing systems, and the technology provides them 
with the opportunity to track their viewer’s engagement.



Our prototype displays a banner with a QR code on the show God Morgen Norge, which will 
be shown on screen for 60 seconds. The segment on air is Wenche who is cooking a recipe. 
If the viewer decides to scan the QR code, they will be brought to a website that contains the 
recipe and its ingredients. At the bottom of the website, the viewer can choose to purchase 
the ingredients directly from Kolonial, an online grocery store.
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With Kolonial integrated to the recipe, the users get to 
buy all the ingredients directly from the website. This is 
valuable because it saves them time.





Integration with kolonial

Pitch

TeamsFigma

Google Workspace Miro

Atom

 Designin
 Prototypin
 Planning

 Writin
 File sharing

 Workshop  Presentations

 Communicatio
 User tests

 Coding Tools
Used in 
the project

Ca. 1 kg mørnet mørbrad eller flatbiff


Olje og smør til steking


2 ts salt


1 ts grovmalt pepper


Friske urter


1-2 fedd hvitløk (kan sløyfes)

Dette trenger du:

Slik gjør du:

La kjøttet ligge i romtemperatur til temperering 1-2 timer før den stekes. Varm 
stekeovnen til 125 grader. Surr roastbiffen med bomullstråd slik at den får en 
jevn og fast fasong.



Brun roastbiffen i olje og smør i en stekepanne, dryss på salt, pepper, legg ved 
noen kvister friske urter og eventuelt et par fedd hvitløk. Brun på alle kanter og 
legg over i et ildfast fat, også urter og hvitløk. Stikk inn et steketermometer 
langsetter roastbiffen. Sett fatet i forvarmet stekeovn ovn 125 grader og stek til 
termometeret viser 58 grader i kjernen for rød/rosa kjøtt , rosa/lett grå 62-64 
grader i kjernen. Steketiden er avhengig av tykkelsen på roastbiffen. Beregn ca. 
1 ½ time for å få en kjernetemperatur på 58-62 grader for en roastbiff på ca. 1 
kg. NB! Steketiden er avhengig av tykkelsen på steken. Er steken lang/tynn stek 
kortere tid. Følg med på steketermometeret.



Skal roastbiffen servers nystekt la den hvile minst 20-30 minutter før den 
skjæres opp i tynne skiver. Stekes roastbiffen dagen før servering, avkjøl, pakk i 
aluminiumsfolie og legg kaldt. Ta ut av kjøleskapet 1 times tid før servering og 
skjær i tynne skiver.

Roastbiff med tartarsaus

Her får du oppskriften på en saftig og perfekt stekt roastbiff. 
Server den kald eller varm og gjerne sammen med Wenches 
smakfulle tartarsaus.

Storfe Mørbradbiff 118,30 kr

29,00 kr

18,80 kr

204,80 krTotal:

Fersk timian

Hvitløk

HandlekurvDu blir tatt til Kolonial.no for 

å gjennomføre kjøpet

38,70 kr+ 2 varer til...

Kjøp denne retten hos Kolonial

Partner
The project is a collaboration between the innovation 
department at Nagra Kudelski and us at UiB. Nagra 
Kudelski provides digital security and media solutions, 
and their technologies are used in a wide range of 
services and applications that require access control 
and rights management. They regularly run innovation 
experiments to offer new services that enriches the 
viewing experience, and gives the service providers 
more information about their customers. Nagra wanted 
to move the viewers seamlessly from the TV to a 
companion device. Our team has a lot of knowledge in 
the field of user research and user experience, and 
Nagra wanted our expertise when finding a solution to 
their problem. This report will describe our final 
prototype, take you through the process of our project 
and justify the choices we have made along the way. 

Problem: “How can we 
move viewers 
seamlessly from the 
TV to a companion 
device?”
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Workshop 2
Lightning demos, crazy 

8’s, solution sketch

Workshop 1
HMW, two year goal

Prototyping
Using Figma

Workshop 3
Pick solution, user 
journey, storyboard

User testing
Remote in teams

Research
Expert interviews, 

pre workshop

The Process
Design sprint

Throughout the project we have worked using the Design Sprint process. Because of the 
pandemic we conducted the Sprint digitally using Microsoft Teams and Miro. We adapted 
the sprint so it fit into three-hour workshops. It is harder to stay energized when working 
online, which is why it was essential to keep the workshops short. Playing games 
throughout the Sprint also also kept us engaged and generated team synergy. The Sprint 
principle of moving forward over being right proved to be an efficient way to get a lot of work 
done in a short amount of time. We achieved this by timeboxing our tasks and setting goals 
that we needed to reach. 

Pre workshop

It was essential that we understood the 
problem before we tried to solve it, in 
order to create a solution that the 
broadcasters would want to implement. 
We started off by interviewing three 
experts in the field of media production. 
One of the things we were interested in 
learning more about was the technical 
constraints we had to adhere to when 
designing the solution. 



Expert #1 Expert #2

Expert #3

Former head of 
reporting at GMN.


Electrical engineer, worked in 
the broadcasting industry.


Worked with interaction and graphics 
for TV2 Sporten, among others. 


What thoughts did they have about technical 
possibilities and limitations for a solution? 

Which TV shows 
were most relevant 
to aim for? 

How could we meet 
and engage viewers in 
the best possible way?
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The interviews left us with three main takeaways. First, the solution had to be very easy to use, 
allowing the users to access the extra content without much effort. Second, the extra content 
had to be directly tied to what they were watching. And finally, the solution had to be easy to 
implement to existing systems and workflows. There are a lot of complex systems working 
together to bring us what we watch on TV. Being able to add functionality to these systems, 
rather than creating something entirely new, would greatly improve the possible adoption rate 
of the solution.

Workshop 1

The goal of the first workshop was for everyone to align on the problem and possible 
challenges that we might face. We concluded early in the workshop that we wanted to use 
some sort of “tag” on TV. Our two year goal was therefore that users should expect to see 
these tags, and know what to do with them when they appear on TV. We also created three 
sprint questions. The first one was user-centric, and included creating something that was 
easy to use while still providing enough value. The second was a broadcaster-centric sprint 
question, related to creating something that implemented easily with existing systems. For 
the final sprint question we asked how to gain enough users to create reliable and usable 
data for broadcasters and advertisers. 

Workshop 2 & 3

We started the process of developing our concept by researching similar existing solutions. 
None of them answered all of our sprint questions, but we used them as inspiration. 
Exercises such as Crazy 8’s and Solution Sketching were utilized in the creative process. 
Some of the proposed solutions involved using audio signature or integrating software to 
the TV. The final decision was to display QR codes on the screen. QR codes can easily be 
implemented on TV using existing systems for overlay graphics. It also makes it easy to 
track engagement, as it directs the user to a website where the broadcasters already have 
analytic tools. We also assumed that QR codes are easily recognized by the users, as many 
have interacted with them during the pandemic when registering for exposure tracking. The 
solution therefore answered all of our sprint questions. We concluded the sprint by creating 
user journeys and preparing a storyboard.

In two years.. 
TV-viewers expect to 
see "tags" on TV and 

they know how to 
interact with them. 

Two year goal

Can we create 
something that 
brings value to 

the viewer?

Can we create 
something that 

works with TV2's 
existing platform?

Can we get 
enough viewers 

to use the 
solution?

Sprint Questions
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Roastbiff med tartarsaus

Scann QR-koden for hele 
oppskriften.

1.  Ta opp mobilen



2.  Åpne kamera



3.  Scann QR-koden

WENCHES KJØKKEN
Oppskrift 1 0 : 2 4

Creative process in progress.Solution sketches in Miro. 

Flow for God Morgen Norge. 

1) Scan the code. 2) See the recipe and get the option to buy. 3) Buy ingredients at Kolonial.

Prototyping

We prototyped a scene from Wenches kjøkken on God Morgen Norge. The QR code directed 
the user to a website containing the recipe for what was being cooked on the show. The 
website also contained a shortcut to buy all the ingredients from Kolonial.no. We chose God 
Morgen Norge because of the long segments, which gave us plenty of time to show the QR 
code. The integration with kolonial was added to provide more value to the users. 

 

The prototype consisted of a video and a mobile website. In the video the banner with the 
QR code was presented as it would be on TV. Scanning the QR code opened a direct link to 
our prototype in Figma. We designed the prototype to test if the users understood if, and 
how, they should interact with the QR code. We also wanted to observe their reactions to 
seeing QR codes on TV and ask what they thought about it.


Ca. 1 kg mørnet mørbrad eller flatbiff


Olje og smør til steking


2 ts salt


1 ts grovmalt pepper


Friske urter


1-2 fedd hvitløk (kan sløyfes)

Dette trenger du:

Slik gjør du:

La kjøttet ligge i romtemperatur til temperering 1-2 timer før den stekes. Varm 
stekeovnen til 125 grader. Surr roastbiffen med bomullstråd slik at den får en 
jevn og fast fasong.



Brun roastbiffen i olje og smør i en stekepanne, dryss på salt, pepper, legg ved 
noen kvister friske urter og eventuelt et par fedd hvitløk. Brun på alle kanter og 
legg over i et ildfast fat, også urter og hvitløk. Stikk inn et steketermometer 
langsetter roastbiffen. Sett fatet i forvarmet stekeovn ovn 125 grader og stek til 
termometeret viser 58 grader i kjernen for rød/rosa kjøtt , rosa/lett grå 62-64 
grader i kjernen. Steketiden er avhengig av tykkelsen på roastbiffen. Beregn ca. 
1 ½ time for å få en kjernetemperatur på 58-62 grader for en roastbiff på ca. 1 
kg. NB! Steketiden er avhengig av tykkelsen på steken. Er steken lang/tynn stek 
kortere tid. Følg med på steketermometeret.



Skal roastbiffen servers nystekt la den hvile minst 20-30 minutter før den 
skjæres opp i tynne skiver. Stekes roastbiffen dagen før servering, avkjøl, pakk i 
aluminiumsfolie og legg kaldt. Ta ut av kjøleskapet 1 times tid før servering og 
skjær i tynne skiver.

Roastbiff med tartarsaus
Her får du oppskriften på en saftig og perfekt stekt roastbiff. 
Server den kald eller varm og gjerne sammen med Wenches 
smakfulle tartarsaus.

Storfe Mørbradbiff 118,30 kr

29,00 kr

18,80 kr

204,80 krTotal:

Fersk timian

Hvitløk

HandlekurvDu blir tatt til Kolonial.no for 

å gjennomføre kjøpet

38,70 kr+ 2 varer til...

Kjøp denne retten hos Kolonial
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Iteration sprint

The feedback from the first user test became the foundation for our iteration sprint. We 
used the feedback to create three new sprint questions and solved these using the same 
methods as in the previous workshops. We continued to develop the concept of integrating 
QR codes on TV as the users feedback was positive. In fact, 5 out of 5 users wanted to use 
QR codes instead of searching for content themselves. In the previous tests the users 
expressed concern about how long the code would be visible. They also preferred that the 
host of the show explained how to scan the code. We assumed that this might increase 
engagement, since we learned that they did not read the instructions on the screen. The 
Kolonial integration proved to be a great feature, as the users found it practical to order the 
ingredients directly from the website.


Usability testing

The prototype was tested by five users that were in God Morgen Norges demographic. We 
did not tell the users anything in advance, as we wanted to see their immediate reactions, 
and whether they scanned the code or not. We also asked them general questions about 
their TV-habits. We wanted to learn about their relationship to QR codes and how attentive 
they were when watching TV. The test provided us with insight to the ease of use when 
scanning the code, and if the concept was worth further developing. 


The usability test from our point of view. We used 
two computers. One of them was used by the 
facilitator to conduct the interview. The other one 
was used to 1) Share the video and 2) Observe the 
user journey in Figma after the user scanned the 
code.

The usability test from the users point of view. 
The user’s computer functioned as a TV. They 
used their phones to scan the code and to 
navigate the prototype.
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 ..the users understood the timer
 ..a new QR code design could work as a viable replacement.
 ..the QR code was on the screen long enough for it to be scanned.


To find out if...

Objectives

The user tests in the Iteration Sprint had the same setup as in the first Sprint session, 
except that we shared a video that included audio. Again, we received positive feedback, 
where all 5 users wanted to use QR codes. We learned that they understood the timer 
feature. As for the different banners, we found that 4 out of 5 preferred the first banner with 
the football players because it was more aesthetically pleasing. The new QR code design 
was perceived as the most appealing, but the users still preferred the traditional QR-code as 
it was easier to recognize. Lastly, we found that showing the banner for 60 seconds was 
enough for the users to scan the code.


Instead of continuing with the God Morgen Norge scenario, Nagra wanted us to test QR 
codes on a show that had shorter segments. We displayed the code on a halftime show of a 
football match, where the code brought the user to a website with related content. For the 
next prototype, we added a timer that counted down from 60 seconds, to show the users 
how long the banner would be visible. We also added a voiceover that told the user what to 
do with the QR code. This was not possible in Figma, so we made a video and uploaded it to 
Youtube. 

Flow for TV2 Sporten. 

1) Scan the code. 2) Watch the video. 3) Go back to the summary of the first half of the match.

UEFA Champions League

SE KAMPENS 
BESTE FINTER!

ELLER SE

Skann QR-koden med mobilen!

TV2.no

Kampens beste finter!

4:28

Kampens beste finter!
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A demonstration of how the guerrilla test was 
conducted.

The TV displaying the still image of our 
QR-code.

We continuously typed data into an Excel sheet during the guerrilla test.

Guerrilla testing
After conducting two remote user tests with a total of 10 participants, we decided to 
organize an in-person guerilla test. This is a way of quickly gathering user feedback from 
whomever passes by - bringing the prototype to a public space and asking people to interact 
with it. In contrast to the remote usablility tests, we were able to directly observe the user 
journey when scanning the code. 



The guerrilla test was located in the lobby at Media City Bergen. Our setup consisted of a TV 
that displayed a still image of a QR code, a computer used for taking notes and a bowl of 
chocolate. The bypassers who wanted to participate had to scan the QR code on the screen 
with their phone, which brought them to a survey. The survey asked about their age and 
relationship to QR codes. Afterwards, they got to pick a chocolate out of the bowl as a 
reward. After two hours we had gathered data from 30 participants.


Neutral

Bad

Good15/30

12/30

3/30

Users’ 
relationship to 
QR codes: 12,5 sec.

28/30

29/30

14/30

Avg. time used to scan the code, from when they were 
presented with the code, until they clicked the pop-up.

Successfully scanned the code without help.

Used the camera on their phone to scan the code.

Used camera zoom to be able to scan the code.

Results
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Discussion
We chose to show the timer for 60 seconds. We learned from the guerrilla test that the 
average time for a user to scan the code was less than this. Based on our findings we 
can conclude that 60 seconds is enough, though we can not say that it is optimal. To 
further complicate this, the majority of the users said that they would not have enough 
time to fetch their phone from the charger and scan the code within 60 seconds. This 
might be an issue, however we also learned that most people keep their phone close by 
and are often using it while watching TV. Finding the optimal time to display the code 
will require more testing. During the user test where we showed the new QR code 
design, we observed that the users had more trouble with scanning the code than we 
did when testing the original QR code design. We suspect that this might be due to the 
smaller dots which provided less contrast. The phone’s camera might also be tuned to 
detect traditional QR codes. Without doing more testing we can not say definitively what 
caused the increase in problems related to scanning. 



Despite the fact that most users had a good relationship to QR codes, it is important 
that the users are not overexposed to QR codes on the TV - causing the QR code to be 
perceived as more annoying than useful. 



The concept requires testing at a larger scale, and the broadcasters have the resources 
to make this happen. This would sort out the variables mentioned above. A logical next 
step would then be to test the concept on air. 


Functional prototype
The goal of the functional prototype was to create a website where the user had the 
opportunity to buy the ingredients that was featured on the show. This could give further 
validation to whether customers would complete a purchase. We contacted Kolonial using 
their application form, because we needed access to their API. Due to the time constraint on 
the project, we quickly realized that we might not receive an answer fast enough. To 
overcome this we reached out to our network and came in contact with one of the 
Engineering Managers at Kolonial. He managed to fast track our application and we learned 
that one of the Project Managers was interested in collaborating with us. Unfortunately their 
API was still in beta, and giving us access would not be possible before May at the earliest.



We decided to code the prototype anyway. To do this we have used HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript. We did implement the Kolonial function, but due to the lack of API-access, the 
ingredients in the shopping cart are hard-coded and the “Go to shopping cart”-button links to 
an empty shopping cart.
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Things we learned
This semester has played an important role in our path of becoming better UX designers. 
Working with a client has been a valuable experience. We have learned to trust our own 
expertise, while still considering stakeholders' opinions, and adjusting to the technical 
opportunities and limitations within the project. We have become confident in running a 
remote Design Sprint, where we emphasized the principles of timeboxing and 
“moving-forward-over-being-right” to make progress and get results quickly. Conducting 
remote workshops gave us the opportunity to work with a company located in another city, 
and it has enabled us to perform similar remote workshops in the future. As a team we have 
become better at managing our time and delegating tasks to achieve the most efficient 
workflow. To do this, we created a customized calendar in Figma which included a detailed 
description of each task that was later assigned to a person on the team. We have also 
become more experienced in planning and performing usability tests - both remote and 
in-person. The guerrilla test was a new and exciting experience for all of us. Planning the 
test thoroughly and conducting a test-run helped to avoid unforeseen situations where 
things might go wrong. 

Screenshot from our customized calendar.

Color coded tasks and descriptions.
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Concept conclusion
Providing people with shortcuts to information and products makes people happy and 
generates value. QR codes have been around for over twenty years, but the pandemic has 
caused the general public to become more familiar with the technology. Furthermore, the 
increasing use of smartphones and continuous advancement in smartphone cameras 
makes the codes even more accessible. We therefore believe that now is the perfect time to 
apply the technology to new areas -  this time to the TV. 



10 out of 10 users would rather scan a QR code to get to their desired content, rather than 
searching for it themselves. QRevolution creates a seamless way for viewers to access 
extra content, while giving broadcasters the ability to track engagement. QR codes can be 
used by different broadcasters, and be implemented in both slower and faster paced 
segments; but engaging content will be crucial for it to become a success.



Our findings have been of great value to Nagra, and they will continue to work on the project. 
This gives us high hopes for the further development of the concept, and we are excited to 
see QR codes become a familiar sight on the TV. 


View the prototypes
By clicking the squares!

Or scan the codes presented 
througout the report! 

https://www.figma.com/file/DDCDw1smsIvljFBCM9S9u4/Final-prototype?node-id=0%3A1

Prototypes Video demo!

https://youtu.be/GAYeXgBYzyw

https://www.figma.com/file/DDCDw1smsIvljFBCM9S9u4/Final-prototype?node-id=0%3A1
https://www.figma.com/file/DDCDw1smsIvljFBCM9S9u4/Final-prototype?node-id=0%3A1
https://youtu.be/GAYeXgBYzyw
https://youtu.be/GAYeXgBYzyw
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Who are we?
In the spirit of QRevolution: Here are some QR codes taking you to our LinkedIn! 



